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Sequential behaviors or mental acts

behaviors/mental states are attractors
that resist change…
to induce change in sequential behavior/
thinking: induce an instability

Condition of Satisfaction
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Fig. 2.
Elementary behavior (EB) in Dynamic Field Theory.
Each EB consists of two parts: the intention represents the desired
change of the EB in the world, while the condition of satisfaction
(CoS) represents the sensory signal expected for the successful
completion of the EB.
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Condition of Satisfaction
the intention preactivates a “condition of
satisfaction” field with
the predicted sensory
information
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this detection instability
in CoS triggers the
sequential transition by
inhibiting the intention
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Conclusion
the CoS organizes the transition away from on ongoing
behavior/mental state
based on a signal from perception or from an inner
state of a neural architecture that is predicted to be
indicative of successful completion of the behavior/
mental act
intention
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next challenge:

the CoS does NOT organize yet, how the next
behavior/mental state is selected
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orderings. For example, if the sequence “3-2-1” is presented, then
“3” has the highest activity, and so on (Figure 3B). Phonemes,
syllables, and words can all be coded as sequences of item chunks,
before they are unitized into list chunks at the next level of
processing.

Gradient based
serial order
2.2. REHEARSAL AND INHIBITION OF RETURN

How is a stored spatial pattern in WM used to recall a sequence of
items performed through time? A rehearsal wave that is delivered
uniformly, or non-specifically, to the entire WM enables read-out
of stored activities. The node with the highest activity is read out
fastest and self-inhibits its WM representation. By inhibiting the
item that is currently being read out, such self-inhibition realizes
the cognitive concept of inhibition of return, which prevents perseveration on the earliest item to be performed. This self-inhibition
process is repeated until the entire sequence is reproduced in its
correct order and there are no active nodes left in the WM.

FIGURE 1 | Macrocircuit of the list chunk learning model simulated in
the current article. An Item-and-Order working memory for the short-term
sequential storage of item sequences activates a Masking Field network
through an adaptive filter whose weights learn to selectively activate
Masking Field nodes in response to different stored item sequences and to
thereby convert them into list chunks.

sent list items, encode the order of the items with their relative
activity levels, and are reset by self-inhibition. For example,
Farrell and Lewandowsky (2004) did psychophysical experiments
in humans that study the latency of responses following serial
performance errors. They concluded that (p. 115): “Several competing theories of short-term memory can explain serial recall
performance at a quantitative level. However, most theories to
date have not been applied to the accompanying pattern of
response latencies. . . Data from three experiments show that
latency is a negative function of transposition displacement, such
that list items that are reported too soon (ahead of their correct serial position) are recalled more slowly than items that
are reported too late. We show by simulation that these data
rule out three of the four representational mechanisms. The data
support the notion that serial order is represented by a primacy gradient that is accompanied by suppression of recalled
items.”

FIGURE 2 | In an Item-and-Order working memory, acoustic item
activities C1(I) , C2(I) , C3(I) , are stored in working memory by a gradient of
activity. A correct temporal order is represented by a primacy gradient,
with the most active cell activity Xi corresponding to the first item
presented, the second most active corresponding to the second item
presented, and so on. (Reprinted with permission from Grossberg and
Kazerounian, 2011).
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FIGURE 3 | (A) A primacy gradient is stored in response to the sequence of items “1-2-3” is shown, with activities in a solid line corresponding to “1,” activities

Gradient-based
in many DFT architectures, this is effectively the
mechanism in the sense that a new peak is
generated within a field at a location that wins
the selective competition
based on inputs…
e.g. salience map for visual search
e.g. selecting the most activated location in a
relational field

Gradient-based
each behavior/
process is selfterminating
which behavior/
process is activated
next depends on its
inputs or on chance
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inherent limitation: difficulty when states may be
followed by different successors
not obvious this is particularly flexible

Positional representation

in which a neural representation of “ordinal
position” is organized to be sequentially
activated…
while the contents at each ordinal position is
specified by neural projections from each ordinal
node…
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Figure 11: One run of the robotic demonstrations. A: Time-courses of activation of five ordinal nodes during

Positional representation

amounts to chaining… if the projections are
fixed..
potential realization in Hippocampus
is used in DFT models when serial order is
learned..

arm. The cognitive sub-network represents ordinal positions
in a sequence and may autonomously shift from one ordinal
position to the next. The ordinal system may be used in
two different manners, sequence learning and sequence recall,

working memory representations of objects in the visual scene
captured by the camera. Each entry into the representation
is created sequentially as the sub-network autonomously shifts
attention across different objects in the scene.

Serial order demonstrated/enacted

[Tekülve et al.,
Frontiers in
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(2019)]

FIGURE 5 | Time course of learning a three element sequence with varying presentation time.

Time course of
attention
selection and
building of scene
memory

FIGURE 4 | Time course of building a scene memory.

FIGURE 6 | Time course of recalling a three element sequence through pointing at colored objects.

online
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Conclusion
in DFT, autonomous sequence generation
entails two steps
1) condition of satisfaction: detection/reverse
detection instabilities create an active
transient that deactivates the current
intentional state
2) the subsequent state arises from
competitive selection (gradient approach),
from chaining (pre-condition), or from a
positional representation of serial order

